Position: Full Stack Web Application Developer, Senior  
Company: Nufin Data Pte Ltd

JOB DESCRIPTION
Serve as a full stack Web application developer. Participate in requirements definition, contribute to system design plans, investigate and identify new technologies to incorporate within the architecture, construct clean and efficient code to meet requirements, adhere to coding standards, monitor code execution to ensure performance thresholds are met, and react to security review feedback by providing necessary patches to maintain the security posture of the system. Work as part of a diverse delivery team, including system administrators, security engineers, application testers, project managers, and client subject matter experts.

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS
Experience with C#, Java, Python, or equivalent object-oriented programming language in an academic or professional work environment:-

• Experience with client or server-side Web development
• Experience providing oversight to junior staff/ Vendors through code reviews, design discussions, and task planning
• Knowledge of software development and object-oriented programming concepts -Ability to architect software solutions

ADDITIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Experience with the following technologies, languages, or frameworks in a professional work environment: C#, Entity Framework, ASP.NET MVC, IIS, HTML/5, SCSS/CSS, JavaScript, Bootstrap, Angular, Backbone/Marionette, gulp, TFS, or git:

• Experience with SQL Server or other relational databases
• Experience with Amazon Web Services or similar Cloud computer environment
• Knowledge of common application and Web design patterns
• Knowledge of client and server-side Web technologies and protocols
• Possession of excellent oral and written communication skills
• Possession of excellent requirement gathering skills

EXPERIENCE
5 years of relevant experience

APPLICATION:
To apply, please submit your detailed resume to Mr Edmund Ng at edmund.ng@nufindata.com by 31 Dec 2017.

Only shortlisted applicants will be notified.